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In this edition 

Highlights 
After nearly 5 years of investigation, the State Administration for 
Industry and Commerce (SAIC) has fined Tetra Pak over RMB 667 
million for abuse of dominance in violation of the Anti-Monopoly Law 
(AML). This is the largest antitrust fine imposed by the SAIC to date. 
The SAIC’s local authorities in Jiangsu and Inner Mongolia have also 
completed abuse of dominance investigations in the electricity and 
salt industries, respectively.  

A few court cases have also recently been made publicly available, 
including a decision made by the Supreme People’s Court (SPC) 
allowing an abuse of dominance claim against a cable television 
provider in Shaanxi. 

 

1. Cases 
1. SAIC fines Tetra Pak over RMB 667 million fine for abuse of 

dominance  
On 9 November 2016, the SAIC handed down its 47-page decision to 
fine Swedish packaging firm, Tetra Pak, over RMB 667 million (about 
USD 97 million) for abuse of dominance. The SAIC began its 
investigation in January 2012.  
The SAIC said that, from 2009 through 2013, Tetra Pak was dominant in 
the markets for paper-based aseptic liquid food packaging equipment, 
technical services (including spare parts supply, and repair and 
maintenance services), and packaging materials in Mainland China. 
During this period, the SAIC found Tetra Pak had engaged in anti-
competitive tying, imposed unreasonable conditions, and offered 
loyalty discounts without justification. The SAIC stated that Tetra Pak 
had tied the sale of packaging equipment with packaging materials, 
and technical services with packaging materials. The SAIC also said 
that Tetra Pak had entered into supply agreements with the only kraft 
paperboard manufacturer in China and had restricted the supplier’s 
ability to cooperate with Tetra Pak’s competitors on kraft paperboard 
products and unreasonably restricted the use of its technical 
information, thereby forcing the supplier to refrain from supplying Tetra 
Pak’s competitors. The SAIC also alleged that Tetra Pak had granted 
retroactive, targeted discounts to its customers, with the effect of 
inducing loyalty and unduly harming Tetra Pak’s competitors. 
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The SAIC determined that Tetra Pak had abused its market dominance and violated Articles 17(1)(4), (5), 
and (7) of the AML. Tetra Pak was ordered to stop its illegal conduct and fined over RMB 667 million (the 
equivalent to 7% of its 2011 sales revenue in Mainland China). 
Tetra Pak stated that, whilst it is disappointed with the SAIC’s decision, it has opted not to appeal. 
Sources: http://www.saic.gov.cn/zwgk/gggs/jzzf/201611/t20161116_172375.html  
http://www.tetrapak.com/about/newsarchive/tetra-pak-response-saic-decision  
 

2. Jiangsu AIC terminates its abuse of dominance investigation of Jiangsu Electric Power in Hai’an 
County 

On 29 September 2016, the SAIC released the decision made by the Jiangsu Administration for Industry and 
Commerce (AIC) to terminate its investigation of Jiangsu Electric Power’s Hai’an branch (Hai’an Electric 
Power) for suspected abuse of dominance involving the imposition of unreasonable conditions. The Jiangsu 
AIC began its investigation on 12 August 2013, having received complaints from customers. 
Since 2008, Hai’an Electric Power has conditioned its supply of electricity to business customers on 
customers making prepayments, and business customers that did not make the prepayment would not be 
supplied with electricity. In addition, the prepayment would not be credited towards the customers’ 
subsequent electricity bills. As of June 2013, Hai’an Electric Power had collected prepayments of nearly RMB 
200 million from 4,033 business customers.  
During the investigation, Hai’an Electric Power admitted its conduct and recognised that it had increased its 
customers’ operating costs and harmed their right to fair dealing. On 19 August 2014, Hai’an Electric Power 
submitted proposed commitments to the Jiangsu AIC, requesting that the investigation be suspended. It 
committed to not imposing unreasonable conditions to its electricity supply, refunding the prepayments and 
signing new contracts with those customers, and providing more payment choices for customers. On 5 
September 2014, the Jiangsu AIC decided to suspend the investigation, taking into account Hai’an Electric 
Power’s cooperation with the investigation and the commitments submitted. 
On 9 January 2015, Hai’an Electric Power submitted a written report on its compliance with the commitments, 
and requested that the investigation be terminated. The Jiangsu AIC terminated the investigation on 19 
August 2016. 
Source: http://www.saic.gov.cn/zwgk/gggs/jzzf/cfjd/201609/t20160929_171497.html  
 

3. Monopoly salt supplier in Chifeng sanctioned for abusing its dominance by engaging in 
discriminatory treatment  

On 16 August 2016, the Inner Mongolia AIC sanctioned the Inner Mongolia Chifeng Salt Company (Chifeng 
Salt), a state-owned enterprise (SOE), for engaging in abuse of dominance conduct. This decision was 
released to the public on 29 September 2016.  
The Inner Mongolia AIC defined the relevant market to be the wholesale supply of edible salt in Chifeng, and 
it found that Chifeng Salt was dominant in that market. Chifeng Salt was granted a statutory monopoly as the 
exclusive wholesale supplier of edible salt in Chifeng. Due to regulatory restrictions, edible salt retailers could 
only purchase salt locally, and they could not sell salt across administrative boundaries. Similarly, salt 
companies outside Chifeng could not sell to salt retailers within Chifeng. Therefore, Chifeng Salt had a 100% 
share of the relevant market and complete control over the procurement and wholesale of salt within Chifeng. 
The Inner Mongolia AIC found that Chifeng Salt had engaged in discriminatory treatment of salt retailers. 
Chifeng Salt sold 3 types of salt that was suitable for pickling vegetables: 500 gram packet of solar salt, 800 
gram packet of natural lake salt, and 400 gram packet of pickling salt. In September 2014, Chifeng Salt 
supplied different types of salt to retailers depending on their geographic location, with some areas being 
supplied a wider variety of salt than others. In particular, Chifeng Salt stopped supplying solar salt and 
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pickling salt in some areas. The Inner Mongolia AIC determined that Chifeng Salt had discriminated against 
salt retailers in different areas.  
Chifeng Salt argued that it had legitimate reasons for engaging in such conduct. It believed that it was not 
required to guarantee the supply of 500 gram packets of solar salt to all customers. It also argued that it 
stopped supplying solar salt in accordance with the government’s edible salt reserve requirements whereby, 
in circumstances where salt producers stopped producing a particular type of salt and it is out of stock, that 
salt is converted into salt reserves for emergency use, and that Chifeng Salt had supplied solar salt in 
particular areas as those areas were subject to natural disasters. Further, it contended that its policy was 
implemented to stabilise salt prices in Chifeng. These arguments were rejected by the Inner Mongolia AIC.  
The Inner Mongolia AIC concluded that Chifeng Salt had violated Article 17(1)(6) of the AML and Article 7(1) 
of the SAIC’s Regulation on the Prohibition of Abuse of Dominance Conduct. Illegal gains of nearly RMB 2 
million were confiscated, and Chifeng Salt was fined over RMB 1 million (representing 2% of the previous 
year’s revenue in the relevant market). 
Source: http://www.saic.gov.cn/zwgk/gggs/jzzf/cfjd/201609/t20160929_171490.html  
 

4. SPC finds tying conduct in breach of AML and overturns judgment in Shaanxi digital TV case 
The SPC recently published its 31 May 2016 decision relating to its re-trial of an antitrust case brought by Wu 
Xiaoqin against Shaanxi Broadcast & TV Network Intermediary (Group) Co Ltd (Shaanxi Broadcast & TV 
Network). The SPC found that Shaanxi Broadcast & TV Network had engaged in tying conduct in breach of 
Article 17 of the AML. In doing so, the SPC overturned the Shaanxi High People’s Court’s judgment, which 
had dismissed Wu’s claims. Shaanxi Broadcast & TV Network was ordered to repay RMB 15 to Wu. 
The SPC found that Shaanxi Broadcast & TV Network had market dominance because it was the only 
qualified operator of cable television transmission services in Shaanxi. Shaanxi Broadcast & TV Network had 
sold basic cable television services together with premium cable television services to Wu, without informing 
her that she had the option of purchasing only basic cable television services, which would have been 
cheaper.  
Source: http://wenshu.court.gov.cn/content/content?DocID=2a673a72-5b62-4857-ae42-
c8b835b0c096&KeyWord=%E5%90%B4%E5%B0%8F%E7%A7%A6  
 

5. Resale price maintenance case against Panasonic dismissed by Shanghai Intermediate People’s 
Court 

On 29 June 2016, the Shanghai No 1 Intermediate People’s Court dismissed an antitrust lawsuit against 
Panasonic. The judgment was recently made public.  
The plaintiff, Shanghai Rijing Electric, one of Panasonic’s distributors of factory automation control products 
in Eastern China, had sued Panasonic and two other distributors for allegedly reaching a horizontal 
agreement to divide the sales market. The court decided that the relationship between Panasonic and its 
distributors was vertical, not horizontal. Further, the plaintiff had provided no evidence to prove the existence 
of any restrictive agreement between Panasonic and other manufacturers or retailers of other brands. The 
court also noted that restrictions to intrabrand competition would not necessarily lead to anti-competitive 
effects.  
Source: http://cclp.sjtu.edu.cn/Show.aspx?info_lb=672&info_id=3943&flag=648  
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6. Guangzhou court dismisses antitrust claim against Gree for resale price maintenance 
On 30 August 2016, the Guangzhou Intellectual Property Court dismissed claims against Gree, a Chinese 
manufacturer of air conditioners, that its agreements restricting the minimum resale price of its air 
conditioners were in breach of Article 14 of the AML.  
The plaintiff was a distributor of Gree air conditioners, and it sued one of Gree’s wholesalers and Gree’s local 
product and brand management company in Dongguan for allegedly engaging in resale price maintenance. 
The court found that the air conditioner market in Dongguan was sufficiently competitive and that Gree did 
not have market dominance. Therefore, even if the minimum resale price of Gree air conditioners was 
restricted, consumers would be able to choose other air conditioner brands. Further, the court did not find 
the agreements in question actually had the effect of restricting competition, because distributors were still 
able to compete on other aspects of competition, such as promotional activities and after-sale services. 
Source: http://wenshu.court.gov.cn/content/content?DocID=f9d94f5a-c0b9-4720-8789-
a7f50cf3eb9a&KeyWord=%E6%A0%BC%E5%8A%9B|%E6%99%9F%E4%B8%96  
 

7. Court re-issues decision in Sinopec’s biodiesel antitrust suit in Yunnan following remand 
On 8 October 2016, the Kunming Intermediate People’s Court amended its first-instance decision in the 
refusal to deal dispute between Yunnan Yingding Biological Energy, a biodiesel company, and Sinopec’s 
branch in Yunnan. In December 2014, the court had originally decided the case in the plaintiff’s favour. 
However, the Yunnan High People’s Court overturned the decision and remanded the matter back to the 
Kunming Intermediate People’s Court.  
In the new judgment, the court decided that Sinopec had not violated Article 17 of the AML by refusing to 
purchase Yingding’s biodiesel. While Sinopec was found to be dominant in the market for refined oil in 
Yunnan Province, the court held that (1) Yingding had not sent Sinopec a sufficiently specific offer to 
contract; (2) Sinopec had justifiable commercial reasons for refusing to purchase Yingding’s biodiesel 
products; and (3) Sinopec was not obliged under the Renewable Energy Law to distribute liquid biofuels 
through its own fuel sales system, as no specific local implementing rules had been formulated. Therefore, 
the court ruled in Sinopec’s favour and rejected Yingding’s claims. 
Source: http://www.chinanews.com/cj/2016/10-31/8048889.shtml  
 

2. News of Anti-Monopoly Enforcement Agencies and the Courts 
1. MOFCOM releases list of unconditionally cleared mergers for the third quarter of 2016 
On 10 October 2016, the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) released a list of 85 mergers that it 
unconditionally cleared in the third quarter of 2016.  
Source: http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/article/zcfb/201610/20161001405824.shtml  
 

2. EU-China Competition Week held in Hainan and China Competition Policy Forum held in Beijing 
The 13th EU-China Competition Week was held in Haikou on 24–28 October 2016. Representatives from the 
European Commission, national competition authorities in Europe, and the 3 Chinese competition agencies 
(central and local levels) discussed issues relating to remedies, mergers in online platforms, pre-notification 
consultation, competition assessments of laws and regulations, applying competition law to the automotive 
sector, two-sided markets in Internet and digital platforms, and horizontal cooperation agreements and 
syndicates. 
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On 27–28 October 2016, the 5th China Competition Policy Forum was held in Beijing. The forum was jointly 
organised by the State Council’s Anti-Monopoly Commission (AMC) Expert Advisory Group and the 
University of International Business and Economics Competition Law Centre. The theme of the forum was the 
implementation of competition policy and supply-side structural reforms. Attendees included competition 
officials from China’s 3 competition agencies, the United States, European Commission, Japan, Canada, 
Singapore, and Hong Kong, academics, businesses, and law firms. 
Sources: http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/china/press_corner/all_news/news/2016/20161024_en.htm   
http://jjs.ndrc.gov.cn/gzdt/201610/t20161027_824337.html  
http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/article/xxfb/201610/20161001474469.shtml  
http://www.saic.gov.cn/fldyfbzdjz/gzdt/201610/t20161026_171891.html  
http://jjs.ndrc.gov.cn/gzdt/201610/t20161027_824346.html   
http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/article/xxfb/201611/20161101564812.shtml  
 

3. Update on the MOFCOM’s Activities 
Wu Zhenguo has recently been appointed the Director-General of the MOFCOM Anti-Monopoly Bureau. 
The MOFCOM announced that Lam Research Corp/KLA-Tencor withdrew their merger notification on 8 
October 2016. The proposed acquisition, which would have created the world’s largest semiconductor 
equipment manufacturer, had progressed to extended Phase 2 review, as the MOFCOM identified 
competition concerns and requested that the parties resolve those issues. The MOFCOM noted that it had 
cooperated with the US and South Korean competition agencies, amongst others, in its review.  
On 20–21 October 2016, Deputy Director-General of the MOFCOM Anti-Monopoly Bureau, Han Chunlin, 
attended a competition law training session jointly organised by the AMC’s General Office, the State-owned 
Assets Supervision and Administration Commission Policy and Regulation Bureau, and the All-China 
Federation for Industry & Commerce Legal Department, which was attended by nearly 100 representatives 
from SOEs, private companies, and industry associations. Deputy Director-General Han also travelled to 
Zhengzhou, Taiyuan, from 31 August to 2 September 2016 to carry out research on the fair competition 
review system. 
Representatives from the MOFCOM Anti-Monopoly Bureau met with competition officials from the United 
States, Singapore, Canada, and European Commission.  
Sources: http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/article/i/201610/20161001411275.shtml   
http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/article/xxfb/201610/20161001478211.shtml  
http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/article/xxfb/201609/20160901384959.shtml   
http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/article/xxfb/201610/20161001489876.shtml  
http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/article/xxfb/201610/20161001542545.shtml   
http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/article/xxfb/201610/20161001489871.shtml  
http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/article/xxfb/201609/20160901400544.shtml   
 

4. Update on the NDRC’s Activities 
The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) participated in a series of events relating to the 
implementation of the fair competition review system. On 29 September 2016, NDRC Deputy Director Hu 
Zucai held a forum to hear the views and suggestions of industry associations and businesses on the 
implementation of the fair competition review system. The NDRC Price Supervision and Anti-Monopoly 
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Bureau held a training session in Beijing on 9 October 2016, which was attended by representatives from 47 
price supervision and anti-monopoly departments around China. It also held an international seminar (jointly 
with the GIZ) on 7 September 2016. In early September 2016, the Director-General of the NDRC Price 
Supervision and Anti-Monopoly Bureau, Zhang Handong, attended a kick off session for the fair competition 
review implementation study project jointly organised by the NDRC Academy of Macroeconomic Research 
Institute of Market and Price and the UK Prosperity Fund.  
Director-General Zhang led a delegation to visit the Japan Fair Trade Commission from 9–12 September 
2016. Deputy Director-General of the NDRC Price Supervision and Anti-Monopoly Bureau, Li Qing, attended 
the International Antitrust Law and Policy Conference held by the Fordham Competition Law Institute from 
21–23 September 2016.  
Director-General Zhang met with representatives from the US Federal Trade Commission, US Department of 
Justice, the Singapore Competition Commission, and the Canadian Competition Bureau in Beijing at the end 
of October 2016.  
Sources: http://jjs.ndrc.gov.cn/gzdt/201609/t20160930_821703.html   
http://jjs.ndrc.gov.cn/gzdt/201610/t20161011_822198.html  
http://jjs.ndrc.gov.cn/gzdt/201609/t20160909_818119.html   
http://jjs.ndrc.gov.cn/gzdt/201609/t20160909_818116.html  
http://jjs.ndrc.gov.cn/gzdt/201609/t20160918_818687.html   
http://jjs.ndrc.gov.cn/gzdt/201610/t20161027_824349.html  
http://jjs.ndrc.gov.cn/gzdt/201610/t20161027_824340.html  
http://jjs.ndrc.gov.cn/gzdt/201611/t20161101_825366.html  
 

3. Central and Local Government News 
1. NDRC launches pilot electricity reforms in several provinces  
On 7 September 2016, the NDRC agreed to launch pilots of comprehensive electricity system reforms in 
Hubei, Sichuan, Liaoning, Shaanxi, Anhui, Henan, Shandong, and Xinjiang. It also announced that it would 
carry out electricity system reforms in Beijing, Fujian, Gansu, Heilongjiang and Hainan. These reforms are 
meant to show the state’s determination to adhere to the principles of fair competition and market pricing.   
Source: http://energy.people.com.cn/n1/2016/0908/c71661-28699663.html  
 

2. Seven new free trade zones to be established 
After the establishment of the free trade zones in Shanghai, Guangdong, Tianjin, and Fujian, the Chinese 
Communist Party Central Committee and the State Council have decided to launch another 7 free trade 
zones located in Liaoning, Zhejiang, Henan, Hubei, Chongqing, Sichuan and Shaanxi. The overall plan for 
new free trade zones is expected to be approved in the future. 
Sources: http://news.xinhuanet.com/fortune/2016-08/31/c_1119488723.htm   
http://news.cnstock.com/news/sns_yw/201610/3928720.htm   
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3. Fair competition review system established in Ningxia and Liaoning 
In October 2016, the local government in Ningxia issued an opinion relating to the establishment of a fair 
competition review system, clarifying the boundary between the government and the market and minimizing 
inappropriate government interventions in the market. Similarly, during the same month, measures to launch 
a fair competition review system were announced in Liaoning. 
Sources: http://www.nx.xinhuanet.com/2016-10/17/c_1119729928.htm   
http://www.gov.cn/xinwen/2016-10/14/content_5118992.htm   
 

4. News of State-Owned Enterprises 
1. Forum on SOE restructuring and supply-side structural reform held in Beijing 
On 6 September 2016, a forum on industrial restructuring of central SOEs was held in Beijing. 
Representatives from the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission and other persons 
with central SOE responsibilities attended. The forum discussed issues relating to supply side structural 
reform and industrial reorganisation, cooperation, and integration. In addition, 4 groups of central SOEs 
signed cooperation agreements relating to their respective fields. 
Source: http://www.sasac.gov.cn/n85881/n85901/c2428483/content.html  
 

2. Ministry of Finance reports on SOE economic performance for first half of 2016 
On 13 September 2016, the Ministry of Finance published its report on the economic performance of state-
owned and state-controlled enterprises during the period January to July 2016. Whilst total operating 
revenues increased by 0.2% as compared to the previous year, profits declined. In particular, profit levels in 
the coal, transportation, construction, and pharmaceutical industries substantially increased. In contrast, 
profits declined substantially in the oil, petrochemical, and tobacco industries, and losses were incurred in 
the steel and nonferrous metals industries. 
Source: http://qys.mof.gov.cn/zhengwuxinxi/qiyeyunxingdongtai/201609/t20160912_2415605.html   
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

Major Acronyms 
 
AML   Anti-Monopoly Law 2007, PRC 
 
MOFCOM  Ministry of Commerce, PRC 

(MOFCOM is one of China’s three competition enforcement agencies which applies 
the AML and is responsible for enforcing the merger control regime under the AML) 

 
NDRC   National Development and Reform Commission, PRC 

(NDRC is one of China’s three competition enforcement agencies which applies the 
AML and is responsible for enforcing price-related infringements of the AML in the 
areas of restrictive agreements and abuse of dominant market position) 

 
SAIC   State Administration for Industry and Commerce, PRC 

(SAIC is one of China’s three competition enforcement agencies which applies the 
AML and is responsible for enforcing non price-related infringements of the AML in 
the areas of restrictive agreements and abuse of dominant market position) 

 
PRC   People’s Republic of China 
 
Disclaimer: 
*By clicking on the links you are entering third party websites. Please refer to the relevant websites 
for terms and conditions of use. *This publication provides general information only.  


